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Best Of Taylor Swift (Five-Finger
Piano)

Eight fantastic tunes specially chosen and arranged for younger Taylor Swift fans: Back to
December * The Best Day * Fifteen * I Knew You Were Trouble. * Mean * Starlight * Stay Stay Stay
* Today Was a Fairytale.
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This book is great for beginners and for intermediate players as well. It is fun, the sheet music is
very accurate and all of the songs have nice arrangements. The quality of the pages is impressive,
very expensive looking which surprised me. I gave it to someone as a gift and we both played it
together. She loved it and I did too! Delivery was fast and I had no problems with my purchase at all.
Thank you!!!!

My 9 year old daughter, who has been playing piano for about 18 months, was able to play right
through this book! It is easy if you are beginner to intermediate, not early beginner unless you want
a tiny challange. It will not take long for someone to be able to play these songs if you have just
started, though. Even though they are watered down to be easier, they still sound good. This is the
perfect book to encourage someone to continue learning and practice. These popular songs make
one feel like you are really making progress. You will want to practice and play these for friends and
family!

I ordered this piano book for my daughter and she was thrilled. Easy enough for her to play yet still
sounds like Taylors recordings.

My daughter got this to play for fun, after seeing the Easy Piano books were a tiny bit too difficult.
This is a lot easier, and limits the left hand to playing mostly one or two whole notes at a time. Most
of the movement is in the right hand, and the keys are kept simple, with maybe one flat or one sharp
if not in the key of C. My 10 year old (who has taken piano for 2 years) can play this farily easily,
and she is enjoying just playing for fun!

I bought this for my 10 year old daughter. She has only been playing the piano for about six months.
Some of it is still l too hard for her but she can play some of it. This is just what I was looking for
because it is challenging enough that she has to work for it but not so hard that she is just
discouraged. Of course, it helps that she loves the songs.

Beware the "look inside" view on the description is for a different book. If you do the look inside you
will see a different Taylor swift piano book. This one is verrrrry easy and does not have the guitar
tabs, which is what I wanted. However, did apologize and refunded with no issue.

I bought this for a 8 year old girl who is taking piano and has a lot of Taylor swift related items. She
talks about her constantly. She actually jumped up and down and was totally excited with this gift.

My eleven year old daughter just started playing piano. She was resistant to practicing until she
received this book for Christmas.She tends to play by ear and needed songs that she was familiar
with the tune of but still needed to read the music for.She is very happy with this piano book.
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